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After completing my RHS level 3 in practical horticulture in 2015 I was keen to continue my studies in 

the industry by completing the RHS level 3 qualification in garden design and the RHS Level 3 

Certificate in the Principles of Plant Growth, Health and Applied Propagation. By completing these 

two courses I would then achieve the RHS diploma.  

To help me complete this I applied for the Lironi grant from perennial to help me cover the costs of 

the training. Thankfully I was awarded £585 which covered the cost of the two modules. 

With the money I was awarded I applied to study these modules via a distance learning course with 

the horticultural correspondence college. I did this as it meant I could continue to work full time in 

my role as assistant head gardener at Kiddington Hall in Oxfordshire. By 2015 I had confirmed 

horticulture as my chosen career after leaving my job as an estate agent. 

As I was studying two different modules the course content was very varied. Despite this I was able 

to use what I was learning as I went along. For example I used what I was learning in the design 

module to redesign our walled vegetable garden (which I now run). 

RHS Level 3 Certificate in the Principles of Plant Growth, Health and Applied Propagation 

 Plant Taxonomy, Structure and Function 

 The Root Environment, Plant Nutrition & Growing Systems 

 The Management of Plant Health 

 Understanding Applied Plant Propagation 

RHS Level 3 Certificate in the Principles of Garden Planning, Construction and Planting 

 Understanding garden survey techniques and design principles 

 Understanding the selection and use of landscaping elements in the garden 

 Understanding the setting out 

  and construction of landscaping elements in the garden 

 Understanding a range of specialist elements in the establishment of garden and urban 

plantings 

As a distance student I was sent out all the course literature to go through. To begin with I found the 

sheer amount daunting but once I settled in to a rhythm for studying I really enjoyed working 

through the various folders. Once I had gone through the literature I had to complete the exam 

papers that were then sent to me. Historically I had hated taking exams but when you enjoy the 

revision content as I did, the exam seem less intimidating. Unfortunately completing the papers 

doesn’t mean I have the full RHS Level 3 qualification, I need to take one of the official RHS exams, 

which I plan to do in the summer.  

I particularly enjoyed the design and have built up a small portfolio through 2016 of garden designs 

including a planting plan for a relative in Portugal. This was a fantastic opportunity to plants I hadn’t 

before and tackle limitations I wouldn’t normally face.  

Studying the course as a distance student worked perfectly for me as I could continue work around 

it. Although I feel I may have benefitted from an actual tutor for the science aspects I struggled with. 



 
 

 

Although now I’ve finished I have a real sense of achievement for completing the course 

independently. 

The course has certainly made me a more rounded gardener and I now feel like a true professional 

rather than an amateur hobbiest. I hope to stay in the industry and eventually become the head 

gardener at Kiddington Hall (don’t tell the boss). In the mean I’ve taken up part time floristry and 

bee keeping to further help my progression  as a gardener. 

I am truly thankful to all the trustees for helping me reach this stage in my career. I hope to be able 

to give back where I can as I continue to progress.  

 

 

 

 

The parterre in full bloom! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

part of my first year harvests in charge of the walled garden. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


